Jobs:
career
academic
political
executive
economic
financial

Workers:
employed
executive
democratic
associated

At work:
staff
experts
committee
candidate

Family or culture:
offspring
generation

General life:
consumer
inhabitants
immigrants

JOBS
editor
merchants
professor
scholars
astronomers
lieutenant
colonel

WHAT HAPPENS AT WORK
Earnings:
income
wages
salary
welfare

Acts:
legislation
investment
struggle
promote
appointed

WHERE PEOPLE CAN WORK
Organizations:
corporation
department
agency
administration
Senate
Parliament

Fields:
advertising
agriculture
physics
insurance
industry

People

Jobs & people
(Gr6 and higher)
Jobs & people (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

economy

- economic growth
- economic sanctions
- economics professor
- socioeconomic status
- global economy
- fuel economy
- economy-size

- economy's economies'
- economies

- microeconomics
- macroeconomics
- socioeconomic
- uneconomic

- economics
- economist
- economic
- economical
- economically
- economize
- economizes
- economized
- economizing
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Jobs & people (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

employ

employs
employed
employing

unemployment rate
unemployment insurance
employment agency
employment contract
employer-provided

unemployment self-employment
unemployed
underemployed
self-employed
unemployable

employer
employee
employment
employability
employable
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Jobs & people (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

- consumes
- consumed
- consuming

- consumer electronics
- consumer confidence
- energy consumption
- time-consuming
- all-consuming

- overconsumption
- unconsumed
- non-consumer
- post-consumer

- consumer
- consumerism
- consumables
- consumable
- consumption
- consumptive
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Jobs & people (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

advertises
advertised
advertising

help wanted ad
online advertising
television advertiser
advertising agency
advertising campaign

advertise

ad
advertisement
advertiser

self-advertisement
unadvertised
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Jobs & people (Gr6 and higher)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Flu viruses are so common we have a new pandemic (fortunately, the level of virulence varies) about once a generation. (Diseases)

The span of time between the births of parents and their offspring (n)

Creation or production (n)

"We have this whole generation of people here who contribute to the economy, who have family here," says Susan Yanun. (Immigration debate)

This gas is used for power generation, equipment sanitation, and product development. (Engineering and natural gas)

A group of people born around the same time who may have similar problems, attitudes, etc. (n)

It is my home, where generations of my ancestors have lived. (The great kapok tree)

Darwin realized that the birds had grown beaks specialized for their environment because nature had forced them to over many generations. (A bird with many beaks)
Jobs & people (Gr6 and higher)
Multiple-meaning-word map

So far, we have been testing leg prototypes in a vacuum chamber at MIT. (Building the future spacesuit)

a bedroom, or a room made for a specific purpose (n)

chamber

a section of government (n)

She didn’t know then that her dream would bring her to the highest chambers of Brazil’s government. (Marina Silva)

a hollow place inside a plant, animal, or object (n)

The heart has four parts. They are called chambers. (Heart wise)

So she took the Frog up with two fingers, and put him in a corner of her chamber. But as she lay in her bed, he crept up to it... (The Frog Prince)

He recocked the bolt, made certain there was a cartridge in the chamber and aimed again the rabbit had remained sitting all this time and pulled the trigger once more. (Brian’s Winter)